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A Debate As Old As Creation 

 In February 2014, the world saw a debate that earned the attention of major news outlets, 

millions of live viewers, and “trending” status on social media. The topic: creation. The 

contenders: Ken Ham of Answers in Genesis and “Science Guy” Bill Nye. The interest generated 

in this showdown between Ham and Nye, representing biblical creation and evolution 

respectively, demonstrated that origins continues to be  a topic weighing on many people’s 

minds. The question of whether creation “is a viable model of origins in today’s modern 

scientific era” led to discussions regarding the nature of science, evidence, and predictions. 

Ultimately, the debate was a greatly effective tool for generating interest in the Bible and 

exposing a deeper conflict between God’s authoritative Word and man’s fallible understanding 

both in today’s secular-dominant world and throughout time. 

 The debate topic itself highlighted the fact that many people think modern science 

replaces the need for a biblical explanation of origins. In fact, Bill Nye released a video that went 

viral in 2012 in which he argued creationism was inappropriate for children because it hindered 

scientific progress—a video that “…eventually led to the now-famous debate” (Ham, “Bill Nye 

and I have Different Accounts of Our Debate”). Throughout the debate, Bill repeatedly urged 

taxpayers and voters to support secular science education, further declaring a schism between 

biblical creation and science. However, Ken Ham’s response to the issue, giving examples of 

creationists such as engineer Stuart Burgess, astrophysicist Danny Faulkner, and Raymond 

Damadian, whose development of the MRI revolutionized medical science, cogently 

demonstrated that a biblical view is not anti-science. His explanation of the difference between 

the development and use of technology in our “modern scientific era” (observable science), in 

contrast to creation and evolution being beliefs and interpretations about the unobservable past 
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(historical science), further clarified the matter. Despite Bill Nye’s objection that the distinction 

between observational and historical science is unique to the creation community, which Ken 

Ham refuted with direct quotes from secular textbooks making such distinctions, this explanation 

undoubtedly had the positive impact of bringing some people to the realization that what one 

believes about origins has nothing to do with scientific innovation and that molecules-to-man 

evolution is a belief rather than an observed and proven phenomenon.  

 Bill Nye soon took the debate to evidence, saying at one point that he would gladly give 

up his beliefs if the proper evidence were presented. Physical evidence thus became the basis of 

his argument throughout the debate. If Bill were to have a “catchphrase” from the debate, most 

would agree that it would be his repetition of being a “reasonable man.” However, his arguments 

proved to be very unreasonable. For example, Bill argued that tree rings show the earth to be 

older than 6,000 years, and Ken rebutted that observed findings show it is quite unreasonable to 

assume one ring always represents one year. Bill also said Noah and his family were unskilled 

and incapable of building a seaworthy ark, which Ken rightly declared to be a totally unfounded 

and unreasonable assumption considering no one alive today ever knew Noah. Even when Bill 

turned to radiometric dating for support, saying in the question-and-answer portion, “radiometric 

evidence is pretty compelling,” he was countered with the fact that 90% of the dating methods 

secularists parade as proof against creation conflict with each other. Ken not only disarmed these 

and other arguments, but he also pointed out the sometimes overlooked fact secular models are 

not watertight and do face evidential problems such as the Horizon Problem. The discussion of 

evidence highlighted the significant role of interpretation and the fact that a belief in creation is 

not a denial of facts. Perhaps more importantly, it demonstrated that evidence is really not the 
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heart of the issue at all, since evidence and problems with secular models failed to change Bill’s 

mind.  

 When evidence did not convince Bill, he said in the question-and-answer portion that, 

“There’s a reason that I don’t accept the Ken Ham model of creation; it’s that it has no predictive 

quality….” This contention revealed that Bill either did not listen to the arguments presented or 

he hoped the audience didn’t listen. Throughout the debate, Ken listed several predictions made 

specifically following biblical assumptions, including those regarding the Flood, variation and 

common descent within biblical kinds, and the existence of one human race. These not only have 

the predictive power to tell what we should expect to find in the present, but they can have 

significance for the future. For example, just as sequencing the human genome has tremendous 

potential to help scientists better understand and counter genetic diseases and disorders, a 

comprehensive profile of what constitutes a biblical kind could be useful in fields such as 

genetics and biotechnology. Furthermore, the predictions Bill listed, such as those needed to 

launch a satellite, can be made just as well in the biblical worldview as in evolutionary models, 

or perhaps more so. Bill repeatedly made the straw-man argument that creationists believe 

natural laws change—an argument Ken repeatedly refuted, though maintaining that rates and 

processes are certainly variable. Ken began to take a presuppositional approach, pointing out 

that, ironically, Bill and his worldview cannot justify why natural laws should not change or why 

the future should be generally like the past and scientists can expect similar results in repeated 

experiments, whereas the Bible does justify these assumptions. It is because secular worldviews 

rely on man’s ideas rather than the inerrant Word of an omniscient God that they ultimately fail 

to rationally make even these basic yet crucial predictions. 
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 Although the nature of science, evidence, and predictive power were main discussions in 

the debate, these are all different aspects of a primary issue of authority. There is ultimately a 

choice to trust God’s word or to exalt man’s “advancement” above it, to see evidence in light of 

the Bible or to hope it proves God to be wrong, to rest assured in God’s upholding power and 

universal laws or to deny God’s hand and say it’s just the way things are. The debate over who 

holds the authority—God or man—is as old as the serpent’s question of, “Has God indeed 

said…?”(New King James Version, Genesis 3:1). Bill placed his trust in man’s word, while Ken 

leaned on God’s Word. In multiple instances, Bill’s inability to reply to the challenges he faced, 

calling them “great mysteries,” in contrast to Ken’s bold response that, “there is a Book…,” 

provided an excellent illustration of the folly in believing human understanding to be greater than 

God’s inerrant and inspired revelation in the Bible. Despite Bill’s efforts to make authority a 

non-issue, pointing out the many Christians who embrace evolution, Ken repeatedly returned to 

it as the focal point of the debate. While certainly not all viewers were persuaded, Ken’s 

unashamed stand for biblical authority and explanation of concepts that are foreign to most of 

our secular-dominated society undoubtedly brought many to a greater trust of God’s Word and a 

new point of considering a relationship with the Lord. 

The Ham-Nye debate has served as a much-needed reminder of the spiritual war we face. 

Its effects range from fostering boldness among Christians, even in places such as the Dominican 

Republic where it “has stimulated them to be more courageous in standing publicly for what they 

believe as Christians” (Ham, “An Amazing Moment”), to increased interest in the Bible and 

Ken’s fruitful spreading of the gospel. It is vital that Christians remember our ultimate goals in 

apologetics should be to encourage fellow believers and share the gospel, praying for others like 

Bill and seeing them as people in need of salvation rather than mere intellectual opponents. 
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